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HE WAS LOOKING FOR VENGEANCE Laird Lachlan MacKay never planned on leading his clan, but when his older brother was
murdered, he was left with no choice. His vow to avenge his brother has led him to the MacPherson clan—and their bewitching
healer, Amber. INSTEAD HE FOUND HER Amber MacPherson is desperate. Dressed as a boy to escape her clan's treacherous
leader, she runs right into Lachlan—who orders her detained. At first she causes him nothing but frustration, especially when she
blackmails him into helping her clan. But when she's threatened by the same man who murdered his brother, Lachlan will do
whatever it takes to keep her safe—and by his side.
All of human experience flows from bodies that feel, express emotion, and think about what such experiences mean. But is it
possible for us, embodied as we are in a particular time and place, to know how people of long ago thought about the body and its
experiences? In this groundbreaking book, three leading experts on the Classic Maya (ca. AD 250 to 850) marshal a vast array of
evidence from Maya iconography and hieroglyphic writing, as well as archaeological findings, to argue that the Classic Maya
developed a coherent approach to the human body that we can recover and understand today. The authors open with a
cartography of the Maya body, its parts and their meanings, as depicted in imagery and texts. They go on to explore such issues
as how the body was replicated in portraiture; how it experienced the world through ingestion, the senses, and the emotions; how
the body experienced war and sacrifice and the pain and sexuality that were intimately bound up in these domains; how words,
often heaven-sent, could be embodied; and how bodies could be blurred through spirit possession. From these investigations, the
authors convincingly demonstrate that the Maya conceptualized the body in varying roles, as a metaphor of time, as a gendered,
sexualized being, in distinct stages of life, as an instrument of honor and dishonor, as a vehicle for communication and
consumption, as an exemplification of beauty and ugliness, and as a dancer and song-maker. Their findings open a new avenue
for empathetically understanding the ancient Maya as living human beings who experienced the world as we do, through the body.
From New York Times bestselling author Paula Quinn comes a sweeping Scottish historical romance between a dashing
MacGregor highlander and his English bride. They tried to resist a marriage of convenience . . . As the clan chief's son, Adam
MacGregor is duty-bound to marry a royal heir. Yet when he meets his bride---a beautiful but haughty young lass who thinks he is
nothing more than a common savage---he realizes she's more than he bargained for. But the more Adam gets to know his new
wife, the more intent he is on proving her wrong about him. But can they resist each other? Sina de Arenberg wants nothing to do
with the unsavory MacGregors, especially the fierce Highlander she now calls husband. But the more time she spends with the
man she married, the more she sees his honor and courage. Just when she thinks there might be a future for her and Adam, Sina
is called back to court. England isn't the place she remembers, though, and soon she'll be forced to choose between the life she
once knew, and the Highlander who has captured her heart.
Searing action and passion ignite the latest New York Times bestselling KGI novel from the author of Darkest Before Dawn. The
Kelly Group International (KGI): A super-elite, top secret, family-run business. Qualifications: High intelligence, rock-hard body,
military background. Mission: Hostage/kidnap victim recovery. Intelligence gathering. Handling jobs the U.S. government can’t...
As the last unattached member of the Kelly clan, Joe is more than ready to risk life and limb on any mission he’s assigned to, but
when it comes to love, he’ll keep his distance. He’s content to watch his brothers become thoroughly domesticated. Zoe’s had
nothing but heartbreak in her life, and she’s determined to start over with a completely new identity, thanks to her college friend,
Rusty Kelly. But it’s the gorgeous smile and tender words of Joe Kelly that begin to weaken her resolve to never risk her heart
again. And Joe will have to put everything on the line to save Zoe, when secrets of her past resurface—and threaten to tear them
apart…
Rise Again marks a vivid and powerful fiction debut from an author who “balances kinetically choreographed scenes of zombie
carnage with studies of well-drawn characters and enough political intrigue to give his tale more gravity and grounding than most
zombie gorefests” (Publishers Weekly). A mysterious contagion. Mass hysteria. Sudden death. And a warning that would come all
too late... Forest Peak, California. Fourth of July. Sheriff Danielle Adelman, a troubled war veteran, thinks she has all the problems
she can handle in this all-American town after her kid sister runs away from home. But when a disease-stricken horde of panicked
refugees fleeing the fall of Los Angeles swarms her small mountain community, Danny realizes her problems have only just
begun—starting with what might very well be the end of the world. Danny thought she had seen humanity at its worst in war-torn
Iraq, but nothing could prepare her for the remorseless struggle to survive in a dying world being overrun by the reanimated dead
and men turned monster. Obsessed with finding her missing sister against all odds, Danny’s epic and dangerous journey across
the California desert will challenge her spirit . . . and bring her to the precipice of sanity itself. . . .
Retells the stories from the mythology of the K'iche' Indians which were written down and preserved after the Spanish conquest of
Guatemala. Reprint.
During a rare white Christmas at Brambledean Court, the widow Elizabeth, Lady Overfield, defies convention by falling in love with
a younger man in this historical romance novel in the Westcott series. After her husband's passing, Elizabeth Overfield decides
that she must enter into another suitable marriage. That, however, is the last thing on her mind when she meets Colin Handrich,
Lord Hodges, at the Westcott Christmas house party. She simply enjoys his company as they listen to carolers on Christmas Eve,
walk home from church together on Christmas morning, and engage in a spirited snowball fight in the afternoon. Both are
surprised when their sled topples them into a snowbank and they end up sharing an unexpected kiss. They know there is no
question of any relationship between them, for she is nine years older than he. They return to London the following Season, both
committed to finding other, more suitable matches. Still they agree to share one waltz at each ball they attend. This innocuous
agreement proves to be one that will topple their worlds, as each dance steadily ensnares them in a romance that forces the two to
question what they are willing to sacrifice for love. . . .
Maya Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated readers with her steamy
Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. In Bed with a Highlander is the start of a beguiling trilogy featuring
three unforgettable brothers risking everything to save their clan and their legacy—and to surrender their hearts to love. Ewan
McCabe, the eldest, is a warrior determined to vanquish his enemy. Now, with the time ripe for battle, his men are ready and Ewan
is poised to take back what is his—until a blue-eyed, raven-haired temptress is thrust upon him. Mairin may be the salvation of
Ewan’s clan, but for a man who dreams only of revenge, matters of the heart are strange territory to conquer. The illegitimate
daughter of the king, Mairin possesses prized property that has made her a pawn—and wary of love. Her worst fears are realized
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when she is rescued from peril only to be forced into marriage by her charismatic and commanding savior, Ewan McCabe. But her
attraction to her ruggedly powerful new husband makes her crave his surprisingly tender touch; her body comes alive under his
sensual mastery. And as war draws near, Mairin’s strength, spirit, and passion challenge Ewan to conquer his demons—and
embrace a love that means more than revenge and land.
They call him the Devil . . . He is the most notorious laird of Scotland: fierce, cold, deadly . . . and maybe even worse. Yet Evelinde
has just agreed to wed him. Anything, she thinks, is better than her cruel stepmother. Though Evelinde should be wary of the
rumors, she can't help but be drawn to this warrior . . . for the Devil of the Highlands inspires a heat within her that is unlike
anything she has ever known. They may call him whatever they wish, but Cullen, Laird of Donnachaidh, cares only for the future of
his clan. He must find a wife, a woman to bear him sons and heed his commands. He has no need for beauty or grace, but one
taste of his lovely bride's sweet lips and the sultry feel of her skin arouse an untamed passion. Perhaps there's more to marriage
than he thought . . .

This compelling ethnography explores the issue of cultural continuity and change as it has unfolded in the representative
Guatemala Mayan town Santiago Atitlán. Drawing on multiple sources, Robert S. Carlsen argues that local Mayan culture
survived the Spanish Conquest remarkably intact and continued to play a defining role for much of the following five
centuries. He also shows how the twentieth-century consolidation of the Guatemalan state steadily eroded the capacity of
the local Mayas to adapt to change and ultimately caused some factions to reject—even demonize—their own history and
culture. At the same time, he explains how, after a decade of military occupation known as la violencia, Santiago Atitlán
stood up in unity to the Guatemalan Army in 1990 and forced it to leave town. This new edition looks at how Santiago
Atitlán has fared since the expulsion of the army. Carlsen explains that, initially, there was hope that the renewed unity
that had served the town so well would continue. He argues that such hopes have been undermined by multiple sources,
often with bizarre outcomes. Among the factors he examines are the impact of transnational crime, particularly gangs
with ties to Los Angeles; the rise of vigilantism and its relation to renewed religious factionalism; the related brutal
murders of followers of the traditional Mayan religion; and the apocalyptic fervor underlying these events.
A KGI novel of nonstop suspense and explosive passion from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Brighter Than
the Sun.
“Erotic fantasies and seduction...are the name of the game” (Joyfully Reviewed) in the Breathless Trilogy by New York
Times bestselling phenomenon Maya Banks, an author “hot enough to make even the coolest reader sweat!” (Fresh
Fiction). THE COMPLETE BREATHLESS TRILOGY IN AN IRRESISTIBLE BOX SET. RUSH… When Gabe Hamilton saw
Mia Crestwell walk into the ballroom for his hotel’s grand opening, he knew he was going to hell for what he had
planned. After all, Mia is his best friend’s little sister. Except she’s not so little anymore. And Gabe has waited a long
time to act on his desires. FEVER… Jace, Ash, and Gabe: three of the wealthiest, most powerful men in the country.
They’re accustomed to getting anything they want. Anything at all. For Jace, it’s a woman whose allure takes him
completely by surprise… BURN…When it comes to sex, Ash McIntyre has always explored his wilder side—extreme and
uncompromising. He demands control. And he prefers women who want it like that. Then he meets Josie. He never
imagined the one woman to tell him no would be the only woman who’d ever drive him to the edge of desire. “For an
erotic, BDSM book, this one fits the bill.”—USA Today on Maya Banks
A Common Lady For years she had thought he was dead. Yet when Addis de Valence strode into Moira Falkner's
cottage, there was no mistaking the sharp planes of his face, and the scar she herself had helped to heal. The young
squire who had once been her hero was now her lord, a hardened man who returned to claim the son she had raised as
her own. But Moira couldn't deny that Addis roused a passion she never thought to feel--and a perilous hope for a future
that could never be.... An Uncommon Love Addis returned from the Crusades to find his lands usurped by his
stepbrother, and his country on the brink of rebellion. Determined to reclaim his birthright, Addis could not afford to be
distracted by a woman--even one as tempting as Moira. Yet the only living part of his contented past lay in Moira--and his
desire for her was more dangerous than his deadly battles with the king's men. By law, Moira belonged to him...but
possessing her heart might be far more difficult.
Before there was Downton Abbey, there was Rebellious Desire...in this classic Regency romance from bestselling author
Julie Garwood, an American heiress must land a titled lord. Of all the dukes in England, Jered Marcus Benton, the Duke
of Bradford, was the wealthiest, most handsome—and most arrogant. And of all London’s ladies, he wanted the tender
obedience of only one—Caroline Richmond. She was a ravishing beauty from Boston, with a mysterious past and a fiery
spirit. Drawn to the powerful duke, undeterred by his presumptuous airs, Caroline was determined to win his lasting love.
But Bradford would bend to no woman—until a deadly intrigue drew them enticingly close. Now, united against a common
enemy, they would discover the power of the magnificent attraction that brought them together...a desire born in danger,
but destined to flame into love!
The invasions of Guatemala -- Pedro de Alvarado's letters to Hernando Cortes, 1524 -- Other Spanish accounts -- Nahua
accounts -- Maya accounts
Fate brought them together-or was it something else entirely?The Fae took everything Scottish warrior Boyd Macleod
had. Cursed and alone, he existed for a hundred years but never truly lived. Not until she arrived. The Sassenach is
quick-witted, outspoken, and entirely too beautiful for his peace of mind. She stirs in him a hunger he hasn't felt in?he
can't even remember how long. Now, that hunger won't be quenched by anything short of possessing her-mind, body,
and soul-forever.Maya Harris has no idea what kind of strange magic threw her into the past. All she knows for sure is
that she doesn't belong here. She can't afford to let herself get too attached to Boyd. The powerful, sensual Highlander is
not for her. But the longer she spends with him, the harder it becomes to remember why she shouldn't give in to his
heated seduction?A river of time flows between them. Will love be enough to bridge it? Or will Boyd and Maya remain
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star-crossed forever?
Genevieve de Renalt must escape her betrothed, even ifthat means putting her trust in the hands of the enemy! Irish
warrior Bevan MacEgan cannot leave a ladyin danger, but how far will he go to keep her safe?Marriage would benefit
them both, yet he has swornnever to love again…. Proud and strong, he keeps Genevieve at a distance but,as she begins
to melt his heart, a shocking discoveryforces Bevan to make a choice—a choice that couldmean losing her forever!
In a spellbinding new Highlands story from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, the laird of the Buchanans
finds the one woman who is his equal in passion and courage Aulay Buchanan has retreated to his clan’s hunting lodge
for a few days of relaxation. But the raven-haired beauty he pulls from the ocean puts an end to any chance of rest.
Though he christens her Jetta, she knows nothing of her real identity, save that someone is trying to kill her. As she
recovers, it will not be easy for Aulay to protect her and keep her honor intact when she mistakenly believes they are man
and wife… Jetta sees beyond Aulay’s scars to the brave, loyal warrior she’s proud to call her own. But as the attempts on
her life grow more brazen, Jetta realizes that not all is as she believes. And if Aulay is not her husband, can she trust the
desire flaring in his eyes, or his promise to defend her with his life?
When Duncan finds an injured cheetah, questions about how she wound up in his mountains--and going after the poachers
pursuing her--can wait. First he brings her home. Then he checks in on his patient, and finds not a cat, but a gorgeous, very
"naked" woman. Warning: explicit sex.
A Buchanan brother finds a love to treasure in this scintillating historical romance from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay
Sands… After escaping from the English soldiers who attacked her home and imprisoned her in a dungeon, Lady Elysande de
Valance is grateful for the rugged Scots who are escorting her to safety in the Highlands. Even with danger dogging their every
step, she hadn’t expected to welcome the strong comforting embrace of their leader, Rory Buchanan. They say he’s a healer, but
she finds the heat of his touch does so much more… Let his brothers get married—Rory is too busy tending to the sick to be
bothered with wooing a bride. But when he is tasked with accompanying a family friend’s “treasure” to the Highlands, he is
surprised to learn the treasure is a beautiful woman on the run—and even more surprised to discover bruises hidden by her veil.
Rory makes it his mission to tend to her injuries and protect her, but the thought of losing her makes him realize that perhaps it is
his heart that is most in need of healing…
A reckless highlander lord and warrior falls for the beautiful governess with a dark past that comes to care for his children.
His hate runs deep for her. Will his love run just as deep?Craven of the Clan MacCara is a fierce Highland warrior, fighting endless
battles and conquering his foe, but there is nothing the mighty warrior can do to save his wife and unborn child. He can, however,
make the person responsible for their deaths suffer for it. He had nearly taken the healer's life that tragic day, his hands having
been at her throat. To his regret, he let her live and warned her never to return. He has lived with that regret for the past year, but
no more. She has dared to return home and he intends to make her suffer before he takes her life. He is called the beast for a
reason and he intends to release the beast on her. Nothing will stop him. Nothing... or so he thinks.Espy has no place to go but
home... to her grandmother, the one person who loves her. She has no choice, for what awaits her there is far less frightening than
what she is running from. She is a healer, wise in the old ways and knowledgeable in the ways of a physician, her father having
taught her. She is hopeful that Craven MacCara, a beast of a man, might find it in his heart to forgive her, since a day has not
gone by that guilt, misplaced as it is, has not weighed heavily upon her. If not, then death will be her only salvation... or so she
thinks.Truths begin to surface, lives are threatened, secrets are discovered, and love finds a way to heal the heart, and Espy
discovers what it means... To Love A Highlander.
Be swept away by the desire and daring of this classic Regency romance by #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens. Miss Dorothea Darent has no intention of ever getting married, certainly not to a rogue such as the Marquis of
Hazelmere. A disreputable scoundrel, he is captivated when they meet by chance and is determined to win her heart, even while
she’s busy dazzling the rest of London society. Now Dorothea has a choice to make: stick with her plan to remain a respectable
spinster, or run into the arms of her dashing stranger… Originally published in 1992
The “fallen” ladies of Puddledon Manor’s Benevolent Home are determined to rise above scandal—and forge a sparkling new
future operating their own brewery and alehouse… With Christmas around the corner, Miss Caroline Anderson hoped to persuade
a London tavern owner to carry the Home’s Widow’s Brew—only to discover the dastard was more interested in her ankles than
her ale! To her further annoyance, her stagecoach back to Little Puddledon is waylaid by louts and a snow-covered ditch. Amid a
nasty storm, Caro seeks shelter at a nearby estate—only to be greeted by Viscount Oakland, aka Nick, her brother’s childhood
friend—and her schoolgirl crush. Now he’s the half-dressed host of what is clearly a holiday bacchanal. Still, his house is irresistibly
warm… Ever the free spirit, Nick has invited the wilder gentlemen of the ton, and an assortment of London’s lightskirts, to celebrate
Christmas in a more traditional, pagan fashion. So he’s surprised to find Caro at his door. Now, with a blizzard raging, he must
take her in—despite his fear she won’t take to his guests, and worse, upend his party. But she may surprise him—and upend his
life… Praise for What Ales the Earl “A pure delight.” —New York Times bestselling author Betina Krahn “A fun, heartwarming
Regency romance elevated by witty dialogue and a unique concept.” —Kirkus Reviews “Entertaining, earthy … readers will look
forward to more stories about the women of the Benevolent Home.” —Booklist
Highland Ever AfterThe Montgomerys and ArmstrongsHarperCollins
#1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling author Maya Banks returns to her beloved Highlander series with the story
readers have been waiting for… After Scotland’s three most powerful clans come together to build a formidable alliance, an
apprehensive king conspires to keep his empire from collapsing. He orders Taliesan McHugh to agree to a marriage that will
ensure the king maintains control of the coveted McHugh fortress. With no other choice but to obey her king, Taliesan accepts her
destiny. But when her path crosses with that of Brodie Armstrong, she begins to wonder what it would be like to feel the warrior’s
strong arms around her—and to be loved by him. Staunchly opposing the king’s command to stand down, Brodie plots to save
Taliesan from her arranged marriage. He is determined to make the gentle beauty his but finds himself at the mercy of a decadesold family agreement. As power struggles echo across the Highlands, Brodie continues to defy the king and vows to remain true to
his cause, his people—and, most of all, the woman who has claimed his heart.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Maya Banks, the bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated readers
with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. In Highlander Most Wanted, a reclusive woman
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content to live in the shadows shows a Highland warrior the true meaning of love. Genevieve McInnis is locked behind the fortified
walls of McHugh Keep, captive of a cruel laird who takes great pleasure in ruining her for any other man. Yet when Bowen
Montgomery storms the gates on a mission of clan warfare, Genevieve finds that her spirit is bent but not broken. Still, her path
toward freedom remains uncertain. Unable to bear the shame of returning to a family that believes her dead or to abandon others
at the keep to an imposing new laird, Genevieve opts for the peaceful life of an abbess. But Bowen’s rugged sensuality stirs
something deep inside her that longs to be awakened by his patient, gentle caress—something warm, wicked, and tempting. Bowen
seizes his enemy’s keep, unprepared for the brooding and reclusive woman who captures his heart. He’s enchanted by her fierce
determination, her unusual beauty, and her quiet, unfailing strength. But wooing her will take more than a seasoned seducer’s
skill. For loving Genevieve, he discovers, means giving her back the freedom that was stolen from her—even if it means losing her
forever. “[Maya] Banks has written an emotionally taut Highlands romance. . . . Lush emotionalism, compelling characters and a
moving story line will win romance fans.”—Kirkus Reviews
#1 bestselling author Maya Banks continues her suspenseful and steamy Slow Burn series with this second book—a twisting tale featuring a
strong yet vulnerable heroine in danger and the sexy alpha hero who must save her. Abandoned as a baby to a young wealthy couple and
raised in a world of privilege, Arial has no hint of her past or who she belonged to. Her only link lies in the one thing that sets her apart from
everyone else—telekinetic powers. Protected by her adoptive parents and hidden from the public to keep her gift secret, Ari is raised in the lap
of luxury, and isolation. That is, until someone begins threatening her life. Beau Devereaux is no stranger to the strange. As the head of
Deveraux Security, he’s more than familiar with the realities of physic powers. So when a family friend approaches him about protecting his
daughter, he’s more than ready to jump on board. What Beau isn’t prepared for is the extent of his attraction to his beautiful and powerful
client. What began as a simple assignment, just another job, quickly turns personal as Beau discovers he’ll do anything at all to protect Ari.
Even if it costs him his life.
He would sell his warrior soul to possess her. . . . An alluring laird... He was known throughout the kingdom as Hawk, legendary predator of
the battlefield and the boudoir. No woman could refuse his touch, but no woman ever stirred his heart—until a vengeful fairy tumbled Adrienne
de Simone out of modern-day Seattle and into medieval Scotland. Captive in a century not her own, entirely too bold, too outspoken, she was
an irresistible challenge to the sixteenth-century rogue. Coerced into a marriage with Hawk, Adrienne vowed to keep him at arm's length—but
his sweet seduction played havoc with her resolve. A prisoner in time... She had a perfect "no" on her perfect lips for the notorious laird, but
Hawk swore she would whisper his name with desire, begging for the passion he longed to ignite within her. Not even the barriers of time and
space would keep him from winning her love. Despite her uncertainty about following the promptings of her own passionate heart, Adrienne's
reservations were no match for Hawk's determination to keep her by his side. . . .
In order to salvage the uneasy alliance between two clans, Caelen McCabe marries Rionna McDonald, his brother's jilted bride, and as they
form a tentative--and passionate--bond, a battle for the McCabe legacy commences.
When he is attacked while on his way to claim the hand of a neighboring chieftain's daughter, Alaric McCabe is rescued by Keeley McDonald,
an outcast from her own clan, and when they fall in love, he faces a difficult choice.
Lady Jocelyn MacCallum had always believed she would marry for love. But the price of her brother's freedom was to become fearsome
Connor MacLerie's new bride — a bargain that could cost Jocelyn her life. From the moment she looked into Connor's sternly handsome face,
Jocelyn began to hope that the rumors surrounding his first wife's death were false. His reputation was as wild and untamed as the Scottish
moors. Would she find a way to reach the man beneath that forbidding exterior?
From a rising star in Scottish romance comes a breathtaking trilogy of forbidden passion, legendary heroes, and sacred bonds. In Maya
Banks’s Highlander series, collected here in one must-have eBook bundle, three unforgettable brothers risk everything to save their clan and
their legacy—and to surrender their hearts to love. Contains a thrilling preview of Maya Banks’s sensual new novel, Never Seduce a Scot! IN
BED WITH A HIGHLANDER Ewan McCabe is poised to take back what is his—until a blue-eyed, raven-haired temptress is thrust into his life.
The illegitimate daughter of the king, Mairin is wary of love. But her attraction to her ruggedly powerful new husband makes her crave his
surprisingly tender touch. And as war draws near, Mairin’s strength, spirit, and passion challenge Ewan—a man who dreams only of
revenge—to confront his demons and conquer the strangest territory of all: his heart. SEDUCTION OF A HIGHLAND LASS Fiercely loyal to
his family, Alaric McCabe is prepared to wed for duty as well. But on his way to claim the daughter of a neighboring chieftain, he is ambushed
and left for dead—only to be saved by the soft touch of a Highland angel. An outcast from her own clan, Keeley McDonald is drawn to the
wounded warrior and his strong, lean body. As forbidden love draws them into pleasures of the flesh, conspiracy and danger circle closer.
Alaric must make an impossible choice: Will he betray his blood ties for the woman he loves? NEVER LOVE A HIGHLANDER Caelen
McCabe’s young, reckless heart nearly destroyed his clan—now he must marry to salvage an uneasy alliance. But Caelen trusts no woman,
especially not the beauty who torments him with white-hot longing. Rionna McDonald had vowed to protect her heart—until she finds herself
craving the sensual delights of a husband who guards his emotions as fiercely as his clan. When the ultimate battle for the McCabe legacy is
upon them, Rionna risks her life to prove to Caelen that their love is too precious to lose.
In Elisa Braden’s enchanting new Midnight in Scotland series, the unlikeliest matches generate the greatest heat. All it takes is a spark of
Highland magic. “Make me a lady, and I’ll make ye a Highlander.” –Mad Annie Tulloch, Scottish lass “Challenge accepted.” –John Huxley,
English gentleman No lady can tempt him more than the next shore Everyone wants handsome adventurer John Huxley to settle
down—family, friends, London society. Everyone except John. He’s evaded too many scheming title huntresses to trust in happily-ever-after.
Now, a vow made to a dying friend has him locked in a land dispute with a stubborn Scot who offers one way out: Win the Highland Games.
John likes a challenge, but this one’s impossible. Still, with training from the Scot’s stepdaughter, victory might be within reach. He only has
to teach the fiery, foul-mouthed, breeches-wearing lass how to land a lord. It seems “impossible” is just getting started. She’s no lady—she’s
Mad Annie Tulloch Everyone calls her Mad Annie. True, her best friend is a ghost. And yes, her greatest talents involve cooking for giants
and taunting ridiculously handsome Englishmen. But she’s not mad—she’s desperate. To save her friend, Annie must marry a lord. The
trouble is no lord will look twice at a hoyden like her. This calls for “Lady Lessons,” and she knows just the uptight Englishman to provide
them. When did a simple bargain become a battle of desire? Amidst cursed castles, caber tossing, and questionable chaperones, John and
Annie’s wildfire attraction threatens to send their plans up in flames. And when Annie’s family is targeted by a dangerous enemy, John is
tempted to stay, to fight, and to win the greatest prize of all: A fiery lass’s tender, loyal heart.
FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE BREATHLESS TRILOGY MAYA BANKS He awakened a need within her.
Cole is successful beyond his dreams. He can have any woman he wants, but there’s only one he can’t stop thinking about: his childhood
sweetheart, Renita. He’s never forgotten his first taste of innocent love and the desire that consumed them—or the pain he brought upon her…
But now she belongs to another… Her long-ago brush with submission awakened a longing in Ren that drove her to walk the darker edge of
desire. She has become a beautiful woman at ease with her sexuality and unapologetic about her need for a dominant man. When Cole finds
her again, he’s gutted that she belongs to another. Ren’s current master agrees to give her to Cole for a short time, but then she must return
to his keeping. And though Cole agrees to this bargain, he knows he will never be able to let Ren go again…
How did the ancient Maya rule their world? Despite more than a century of archaeological investigation and glyphic decipherment, the nature
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of Maya political organization and political geography has remained an open question. Many debates have raged over models of
centralization versus decentralization, superordinate and subordinate status—with far-flung analogies to emerging states in Europe, Asia, and
Africa. But Prudence Rice asserts that neither the model of two giant "superpowers" nor that which postulates scores of small, weakly
independent polities fits the accumulating body of material and cultural evidence. In this groundbreaking book, Rice builds a new model of
Classic lowland Maya (AD 179-948) political organization and political geography. Using the method of direct historical analogy, she
integrates ethnohistoric and ethnographic knowledge of the Colonial-period and modern Maya with archaeological, epigraphic, and
iconographic data from the ancient Maya. On this basis of cultural continuity, she constructs a convincing case that the fundamental ordering
principles of Classic Maya geopolitical organization were the calendar (specifically a 256-year cycle of time known as the may) and the
concept of quadripartition, or the division of the cosmos into four cardinal directions. Rice also examines this new model of geopolitical
organization in the Preclassic and Postclassic periods and demonstrates that it offers fresh insights into the nature of rulership, ballgame
ritual, and warfare among the Classic lowland Maya.
Maya Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated readers with her steamy Scottish
historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. Never Seduce a Scot features a remarkable woman whose rare gift teaches a gruff
Scottish warrior how to listen with his heart. Eveline Armstrong is fiercely loved and protected by her powerful clan, but outsiders consider her
“touched.” Beautiful, fey, with a level, intent gaze, she doesn’t speak. No one, not even her family, knows that she cannot hear. Content with
her life of seclusion, Eveline has taught herself to read lips and allows the outside world to view her as daft. But when an arranged marriage
into a rival clan makes Graeme Montgomery her husband, Eveline accepts her duty—unprepared for the delights to come. Graeme is a rugged
warrior with a voice so deep and powerful that his new bride can hear it, and hands and kisses so tender and skilled that he stirs her deepest
passions. Graeme is intrigued by the mysterious Eveline, whose silent lips are ripe with temptation and whose bright, intelligent eyes can see
into his soul. As intimacy deepens, he learns her secret. But when clan rivalries and dark deeds threaten the wife he has only begun to
cherish, the Scottish warrior will move heaven and earth to save the woman who has awakened his heart to the beautiful song of a rare and
magical love.
“Jamie Fraser would be Deeply Gratified at having inspired such a charmingly funny, poignant story—and so am I.”—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of the Outlander series Escape to Scotland with the delightful novel that readers have fallen in love
with—inspired by Diana Gabaldon’s #1 New York Times bestselling Outlander series. I met Jamie Fraser when I was nineteen years old. He
was tall, red-headed, and at our first meeting at least, a virgin. He was, in fact, the perfect man. That he was fictional hardly entered into it...
On the cusp of thirty, Emma Sheridan is desperately in need of a change. After a string of failed relationships, she can admit that no man has
ever lived up to her idea of perfection: the Scottish fictional star of romantic fantasies the world over—James Alexander Malcolm MacKenzie
Fraser. Her ideal man might be ripped from the pages of a book, but Emma hopes that by making one life-altering decision she might be able
to turn fiction into fact. After selling all her worldly possessions, Emma takes off for Scotland with nothing but her burgeoning travel blog to
confide in. But as she scours the country’s rolling green hills and crumbling castles, Emma discovers that in searching for her own Jamie
Fraser, she just might find herself.
A princess on the run must complete a mystical quest in order to take her rightful place on her countrys throne. Princess Isabella Chastaine
holds the fate of her tiny island nation in her hands. Literally. Escaping the men who murdered her parents, she flees to England with a
sacred map outlining the location of ancient relicsitems necessary for a new ruler to ascend the throne, items buried deep within the granite
caves of her homeland. Simon Rothmore, Earl of Merrick, has faithfully served the English crown since his recruitment into an elite secret
agency. His newest task, deciphering the puzzling assassinations of the royal family of Leaudor, leads him to the only remaining
memberPrincess Isabella. Betrayed by those closest to her and deeply suspicious of possible English involvement, Isabella vows to return to
her country and seek justice for her family. She will allow no one, especially not an arrogant English earl, to interfere in her quest. But love
has a way of uniting even the most unlikely souls. Together, they travel across two countries, encounter painful betrayals, complete a
mystical quest, and forge a new destiny neither had dreamed possible.
#1 USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks continues her suspenseful and sizzling Slow Burn series with the fifth
book featuring the men and women of Devereaux Security Services. Raised in a strict religious cult since she was a young girl, Jenna has no
connection to the outside world beyond vague flashes of memory that seem to be from another life. Memories she clings to when the cult
leaders discover her extraordinary ability to heal—and punish her. Years held captive and forced to do the cult's bidding have turned Jenna
into a meek, timid woman…or so they think. In truth, she is merely biding her time, waiting for the perfect moment to escape. When a terrified
young woman tries to steal the SUV of Devereaux Security’s toughest recruit, Isaac’s anger quickly turns into a strange sort of
protectiveness for the beautiful, bruised stranger. But when they are caught in a firestorm of bullets and Isaac is hit, he’s sure the end is
near, until Jenna touches him and closes his wounds. As he tries to bring Jenna to safety, she refuses to tell him what danger haunts her or
how she healed him, but Isaac vows to do whatever it takes to gain her trust…and her heart. Because with just one touch, Isaac knows he
wants Jenna to be his—forever.
Things get personal for Deputy Coroner Clay Edison when a murder hits close to home in this riveting, emotional thriller from the bestselling
father-son team who write "brilliant, page-turning fiction" (Stephen King). A raging wildfire. A massive blackout. A wealthy man shot to death
in his palatial hilltop home. For Clay Edison, it's all in a day's work. As a deputy coroner, caring for the dead, he speaks for those who cannot
speak for themselves. He prides himself on an unflinching commitment to the truth. Even when it gets him into trouble. Then, while working
the murder scene, Clay is horrified to discover a link to his brother, Luke. Horrified. But not surprised. Luke is fresh out of prison and
struggling to stay on the straight and narrow. And now he's gone AWOL. The race is on for Clay to find him before anyone else can.
Confronted with Luke's legacy of violence, Clay is forced to reckon with his own suspicions, resentments, and loyalties. Is his brother a killer?
Or could he be the victim in all of this, too? This is Jonathan and Jesse Kellerman at their most affecting and page-turning--a harrowing
collision of family, revenge, and murder.
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